The Hypnosis of Puck
Technical Rider

The following items are to be supplied (by the client) at least (1) hour prior to the performance for set
up:
- Sixteen chairs with no arms. Sturdy folding chairs or dining room chairs are preferred.

Staging
It is recommended (but not required) that there is a riser at least 12 feet deep and 20 feet long. This
needs to be long enough to accommodate the 16 chairs in a single row. The riser should be at least
two foot high. If the stage is to be shared with a band, please call to discuss. There should be at least
one set of stairs from audience to stage. The stairs should be located on the front side of the riser (the
side closest to the audience).

Sound
One “top quality” sound system. ( can be provided by Puck )

Lighting
No special lighting is needed if the stage is easily viewed with the “house” lights up. However, if it is
a dark room, a general stage wash will be needed. A spotlight is not necessary but the stage or
performance area must be lit. Also, control of the lights is needed - the lights will needed to be
dimmed for about 6 - 8 minutes during the "hypnotic induction" at the beginning part of the
performance).

Show Time, Bar & Wait Service
If there is a dinner offered the best time for the show is usually after dessert has been served. The
room should be cleared prior to the show and if coffee is going to be served, it should be out on the
tables. For the greater success of the show, it is important that all members of the audience have a
clear view of the staging area.

Please call to discuss if:
There is going to be a dance floor in front of the stage or if the performance is going to be outdoors.

